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Amazon’s Announcement of 70,000 Seasonal Workers Presents Optimal
Growth Opportunity for Entrepreneurs, Says Ryan Coisson of
RyanCoisson.Com

Amazon’s announcement of 70,000 seasonal workers presents optimal growth opportunity for
entrepreneurs, says Ryan Coisson of RyanCoisson.com. Matt and Jason Katzenback are now
teaching people how to profit from Amazon with Amazing Selling Machine.

Phoenix, AZ (PRWEB) October 08, 2013 -- "The world’s largest online retailer, Amazon.com, recently
announced the hiring of 70,000 seasonal workers in the U.S. for the 2013 holiday season to help with order
fulfillment", reports Money.CNN.com. Internet marketing expert, Ryan Coisson of RyanCoisson.com, says this
growth is partially driven by business owners selling their own branded products on Amazon, and the
expansion of the company offers entrepreneurs an excellent opportunity to grow their business.

According to a Money.CNN.com on October 1st, "Amazon’s hiring announcement represents a 40 percent
increase from the 2012 holiday season, and the 70,000 new full-time workers will be boosting staff in all 17
warehouses across the U.S." One can read the full article at
http://money.cnn.com/2013/10/01/technology/amazon-seasonal-hiring/index.html.

“Amazon has revolutionized how entrepreneurs are able to sell products online,” said Ryan Coisson. “The
expansion of Amazon warehouses will help entrepreneurs fulfill more orders in less time if they first know the
basics of effective Amazon selling practices—specifically how to leverage Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA)
centers.”

With Fulfillment by Amazon, entrepreneurs no longer have to worry about creating their own online stores with
payment processing, customer service, warehousing, packaging, shipping, and more on their own. Instead,
Amazon fulfillment services handle the intricate details so entrepreneurs only have to focus on marketing, new
inventory re-ordering, and new product sourcing.

Coisson recommends the Amazing Selling Machine (ASM) videos that teach entrepreneurs how to find
opportunities, what to sell, and how to scale when selling on Amazon. To encourage entrepreneurs to take
advantage of the upcoming Amazon expansion, Coisson is offering 20 ASM bonus packages. The new Ultimate
ASM Bonus will provide products and information to help entrepreneurs get more out of the Amazing Selling
Machine program. The prior ASM Bonus offered by Coisson included an iPad mini, a 60-minute Skype call
with Coisson, 60 days of email coaching, ASM training updates, and much more.

Watch Matt and Jason reveal 20 hot product opportunities right now: http://clixtrac.com/goto/?140031.

“We’ve created these bonus packages to help entrepreneurs maximize what they learn from the Amazing
Selling Machine program, and also help to make their Amazon business a success,” said Coisson. “Our
previous bonus package offer was a huge success, and we’re excited to re-open this bonus offer to
entrepreneurs all over the world.”

Coisson’s new Ultimate ASM Bonus becomes available October 3rd, and while contents have not been
released, promises to be the most useful and relevant to ASM customers. Only 20 bonus packages are available,
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and those interested can join the priority notification list on RyanCoisson.com.

To learn more about Ryan Coisson and the Ultimate ASM Bonus, please visit http://ryancoisson.com/amazing-
selling-machine-bonus/.
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Contact Information
Ryan Coisson
RyanCoisson.com
http://ryancoisson.com/
(219) 413-2581

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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